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Abstract

We introduce EDS, a direct monocular visual odometry using events and frames. Our algorithm leverages the event generation model to track the camera motion in the blind time between frames. The method formulates a direct probabilistic approach of observed brightness increments. Per-pixel brightness increments are predicted using a sparse number of selected 3D points and are compared to the events via the brightness increment error to estimate camera motion. The method recovers a semi-dense 3D map using photometric bundle adjustment. EDS is the first method to perform 6-DOF VO using events and frames with a direct approach. By design it overcomes the problem of changing appearance in indirect methods. Our results outperform all previous event-based odometry solutions. We also show that, for a target error performance, EDS can work at lower frame rates than state-of-the-art frame-based VO solutions. This opens the door to low-power motion-tracking applications where frames are sparingly triggered “on demand” and our method tracks the motion in between. We release code and datasets to the public.

Multimedia Material

Code and dataset can be found at: https://rpg.ifi.uzh.ch/eds

1. Introduction

Visual Odometry (VO) is a paramount tool in computer vision, robotics and, any application that requires spatial reasoning [1–3]. In recent years, considerable progress has been made on this topic [1, 4–6]. However, VO systems are limited by the capabilities of their physical devices (sensors, processors, and power). Some of these limitations (e.g., motion blur, dynamic range) can be tackled with novel and/or more robust sensors, such as event cameras.

Event cameras [7–9] are bio-inspired sensors that work radically different from traditional cameras. Instead of capturing brightness images at a fixed rate, they measure asynchronous, per-pixel brightness changes, called “events”.¹ This principle of operation endows event cameras with outstanding properties, such as low latency, high temporal resolution (in the order of µs) and low power (milliwatts instead of watts). The large potential of event cameras to tackle VO and related problems in challenging scenarios has been investigated in [10–21]. We refer to a recent comprehensive survey paper for further details [22].

Event-based VO is a challenging problem that has been addressed step-by-step in scenarios with increasing complexity. Two fundamental challenges arise when working with event cameras: noise (caused by timestamp jitter, pixel

¹See an illustrative animation: https://youtu.be/LauQ6LTtxM?t=30
manufacturing mismatch or non-linear circuitry effects) and data association [22, 23], i.e., establishing correspondences between events to identify which events are triggered by the same scene point. This is so because each event carries little information and the temporal edge patterns conveyed by the events depend on motion. These two issues make event-based keypoints used by indirect methods difficult to detect and track with sufficient stability; for this reason, grayscale frames [14] or motion compensation and inertial sensor fusion [18] have been used to mitigate their effect.

Event-based methods might be categorized according to whether they exploit the Event Generation Model (EGM) [13, 24] or not [14, 17, 25, 26]. The EGM states how events are created when a predefined contrast threshold is reached [7, 22]. It is a photometric relationship between brightness “changes” (i.e., events) and “absolute” brightness. Experiments on event-based feature tracking [23] have shown that methods exploiting the EGM achieve higher accuracy than those that do not. However such a comparison is yet to be performed for 6-DOF camera tracking (i.e., ego-motion estimation). Current solutions [13, 17] are prone to lose tracking, either because the convergence of the estimated 3D map is slow [13] or because the edge-patterns change quickly from one packet of events to the next one [17]. That is, there is no long-term appearance, like the grayscale frames in [23], to latch onto and improve tracking robustness, which we intend to do.

We propose to tackle the event-based VO problem by understanding and overcoming the shortcomings of previous methods. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first monocular method to perform 6-DOF VO using events and frames with a direct approach. Our contribution lies in the front-end, fusing the information from events and frames tightly using the EGM (as opposed to previous works that loosely coupled them [18]). Estimated poses, points, and selected frames are fed into a sliding-window photometric bundle adjustment (PBA) back-end, which minimizes brightness errors. This is the first time that PBA is used in the context of event-camera VO. Internally, we adopt a key-frame-based approach, recovering inverse depth at pixels with high gradient as in DSO [5]. However, our method allows tracking the camera motion in the blind time between frames using only events. This opens the door for frames to be triggered sparsely, i.e., “on demand”, thus potentially saving energy in the system, which is a desirable feature in AR/VR applications and in platforms with a limited power budget. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- The first formulation of a monocular 6-DOF visual odometry combining events and grayscale frames in a direct approach with photometric bundle adjustment.
- Camera motion tracking using a sparse set of pixels, minimizing the normalized brightness change of projected (inverse depth) points.

- A compelling evaluation on publicly available datasets outperforming previous solutions, and a sensitivity study to gain insights about our method.
- A new dataset with high quality events, color frames, and IMU data to foster research in monocular VO.

### 2. Related Work

Event-based VO methods might be direct or indirect depending on whether they process raw pixel information directly or indirectly via some intermediate representation. Indirect methods [14, 15], like frame-based approaches, extract keypoints [27, 28] from the input (event) data in the front-end before passing them to the back-end. Direct methods [13, 17] attempt to directly process all events available. Since events correspond to per-pixel brightness changes, they naturally convey the information about the motion of the scene edges (assuming constant illumination). Early event-based VO works [11, 24, 29] tackled simple camera motions, such as 3-DOF (planar or rotational), and hence did not account for depth. The most general case of a freely moving camera (6-DOF) has been tackled only recently [13, 14, 17]. In terms of scene texture, high contrast and/or structured scenes have been addressed before focusing on more difficult, natural 3D scenes. Event-based VO is still in its infancy, with the majority of works addressing only camera tracking [12, 16, 20, 30–32] because of its simplicity. Table 1 summarizes the related work on event-based monocular 6-DOF tracking and mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>D/I</th>
<th>EGM</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. [13]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecq et al. [17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kueng et al. [14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosinol et al. [18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Comparison of event-based monocular 6-DOF VO/SLAM methods.** The columns indicate the type of input (events and/or grayscale frames), the type of method (Direct or Indirect), and whether the method exploits the event generation model (EGM).

Why direct methods with events? Feature-based methods work well for standard cameras [33], where features are mature and easy to detect and track due to small intensity noise. However they are surpassed in accuracy by direct methods [5] (which use all data available, even pixels that do not comply with the definition of a feature). In event cameras, features are not easy to detect and track because the event “appearance” depends on motion (and texture) [22]. There are many event-based feature detectors and/or trackers [27, 28, 34, 35], but their application to enable VO is scarce [14] because they are not as accurate and stable as needed. On the other hand, (i) events are triggered by moving edges (which are semi-dense on the image
Combining events and frames. Events and intensity frames are complementary sources of visual information [38, 39]. Combining them has proven useful to improve accuracy and/or robustness in several applications, such as feature tracking [23], ego-motion estimation [18, 32], depth prediction [40], video reconstruction [38, 41] and video frame interpolation [42]. We also seek to get the best of both visual sensors for VO-related tasks, as implied by [18, 32]. In contrast to [18], which treats events and frames as unrelated visual sources (i.e., no effort is made in the front-end to fuse the same feature seen by both sensors), we fuse events and frames in a principled way in the VO front-end by exploiting the EGM [23, 43]. Hence, our approach is closer to [32], but the map is not externally given and errors are computed on a sparse set of pixels in the keyframes.

In short, as Table 1 shows, there is a gap in the characteristics of the approaches used to tackle the monocular 6-DOF VO problem, and this work fills that gap: fusing events and frames in the front-end via a direct method to exploit the EGM. Our method includes a back-end with a photometric bundle adjustment [5] adapted to the front-end, differing from the feature-based back-end in [18]. To the best of our knowledge, this path has not yet been explored.

3. Direct Odometry with Events and Frames

This section describes our method, which is summarized in the block diagram of Fig. 2. First, we review how an event camera works and the EGM (Sec. 3.1). Then we describe the system’s front-end (Sec. 3.2), back-end (Sec. 3.3) and initialization (Sec. 3.4).

3.1. Event Generation Model (EGM)

How an Event Camera Works. Each pixel of an event camera produces an event $e_k \equiv (u_k, t_k, p_k)$ whenever it detects that the logarithmic brightness $L$ at that pixel, $u_k = (x_k, y_k)\top$, changes by a specified amount $C$ (called contrast sensitivity) [7]:

$$\Delta L(u_k, t_k) \equiv L(u_k, t_k) - L(u_k, t_k - \Delta t_k) = p_k C, \quad (1)$$

where the polarity $p_k \in \{+1, -1\}$ is the sign of the brightness change, and $\Delta t_k$ is the time elapsed since the last event at the same pixel. Event timestamps $t_k$ have $\mu s$ resolution. A single pixel has its own sampling rate (which depends on the visual input) and produces events proportionally to the amount of scene motion. An event camera does not output images at a constant rate, but rather a stream of asynchronous events in space-time.

Linearized Event Generation Model. Collecting pixelwise the polarities of a set of events $E \equiv \{e_k\}_{k=1}^{N_e}$ in the time interval $T \equiv \{t_k\}_{k=1}^{N_e}$ produces a brightness increment image:

$$\Delta L(u) = \sum_{t_k \in T} p_k C \delta(u - u_k), \quad (2)$$

where the Kronecker $\delta$ selects the appropriate pixel. If the number of events $N_e$ spans a small delta time $\Delta t = t_{N_e} - t_1$, the increment (1) can be approximated using Taylor’s expansion. Further substituting the brightness constancy assumption gives that $\Delta L$ is caused by brightness gradients $\nabla L$ moving with velocity $v$ on the image plane [23, 43]:

$$\Delta L(u) \approx -\nabla L(u) \cdot \Delta u = -\nabla L(u) \cdot v(u) \Delta t. \quad (3)$$

3.2. Front-End

In the VO front-end (Fig. 2) we use (2) to create pseudo-measurements from the events (top branch of Fig. 2), and use the right hand side of (3) to predict those from the frame $L$ and the current state of the VO system (middle branch of Fig. 2). Our goal is, roughly speaking, to estimate the VO state that best predicts the measurements (Fig. 3). This strategy is described in the upcoming subsections.

Event Weighting. As pointed out in [32], there is a trade-off in the selection of $N_e$ to build (2); a small $N_e$ does not yield sufficient SNR or evidence of existing edge motion, whereas a large $N_e$ produces accumulation blur and breaks the assumption about events being triggered by the camera at a single location. To tackle this issue, we select $N_e$ large to have enough SNR and we modify (2) to accumulate weighted polarities $w_k p_k \leftarrow p_k$. We use Gaussian weights $w_k$ in time index $k$ (top branch in Fig. 2). The weights emphasize the central part of the window of events $E$, hence producing thinner edges (less accumulation blur) than in the unweighted case ($w_k = 1$).

Events Prediction using Frames. The middle branch of Fig. 2 computes the right hand side of (3) and selects only pixels at scene contours for event prediction. A keyframe in the middle branch of Fig. 2 comprises a brightness frame and a (semi-dense) inverse depth map (Sec. 3.2.2).

The spatial gradient (3) of the logarithmic normalized intensity of the keyframe $L$ is computed using the Sobel operator. The image-point velocity $v$ in (3) is purely geometric, given in terms of the camera pose $T; \text{the camera’s linear and angular velocities } \dot{T} = (\dot{V}^\top, \dot{\omega}^\top)^\top,$ and the depth $d_u = Z(u)$ of the 3D point with respect to the camera [45]:

$$v(u) = J(u, d_u) \dot{T}, \quad (4)$$

where $J(u, d_u)$ is the $2 \times 6$ feature sensitivity matrix

$$J(u, d_u) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial}{\partial u_y} & \frac{\partial}{\partial u_x} & u_x u_y & -(1 + u_x^2) & u_y \\ \frac{\partial}{\partial d_u} & \frac{\partial}{\partial u_x} & u_x u_y & 1 + u_y^2 & -u_x u_y & -u_x \end{bmatrix}. \quad (5)$$
Inserting (4) in (3) gives the predicted brightness change
\[
\Delta \hat{L}(u) \approx -\nabla \hat{L}(u) \cdot J(u, d_u) \dot{T} \Delta t. \tag{6}
\]
The pose \(T\) and velocity \(\dot{T}\) are global quantities shared by all image pixels \(u\). The keyframe brightness \(\hat{L}\) and the delta time \(\Delta t\) (given by the event timestamps) are known. As noted in the block diagram of Fig. 2, the depth \(d_u\) is an input to the front-end, given by the back-end. Initialization of the depth estimates is described in Sec. 3.4.

**Candidate Points Selection.** Only the most informative pixels of the keyframes are used. This focuses computational resources while maintaining accuracy. Specifically, we select pixels with a sufficiently strong gradient (i.e., contours). To have a good distribution of the selected pixels over the image plane, we follow a tiling approach, dividing the image into rectangular tiles (e.g., 11 × 11 tiles) and selecting a percentage of the pixels with the largest brightness gradient on each tile (typically 10-15% of the image pixels). Note that at a keyframe the pixels with strongest gradients overlap with the pixels where events are triggered (since events are due to moving edges). As the camera moves, these two sets of pixels begin to depart; however, it is through the estimation of the camera motion (Sec. 3.2.1) and the scene depth (Sec. 3.2.2) that we keep them aligned, thus maintaining a correspondence between them.

**3.2.1 Camera Tracking**

Camera tracking (illustrated on the top right of the front-end block in Fig. 2) is performed with respect to the last keyframe. We split the event stream into packets (i.e., temporal windows), and create event frames (2) using the Gaussian weighting mentioned above. We cast the camera tracking problem as a joint optimization over the camera motion parameters (6-DOF pose and its velocity):
\[
(\delta T^*, \dot{T}^*) = \arg \min_{\delta T, \dot{T}} \left\| \Delta \hat{L} - \Delta L \right\|_2. \tag{7}
\]
The error is the Huber norm \(\gamma\) of the difference between normalized brightness increments (\(\Delta L\) from the events and \(\Delta \hat{L}\) from the keyframe). Norms are computed over a sparse set: the above-mentioned selected pixels in the keyframe. Hence, the increments due to the events are transferred to the image plane of the keyframe: (i) first, we find the location \(u_e\) on the event image plane corresponding to a selected keyframe pixel \(u_f\):  
\[
\text{ulc} = \pi(T_{e,f} \pi^{-1}(u_f, d_{u_f})), \tag{8}
\]
where \(\pi^{-1} : \mathbb{R}^2 \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3\) back-projects a keyframe pixel, \(T_{e,f} \in SE(3)\) changes coordinates to the current event camera pose, and \(\pi : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2\) projects the point onto the event camera; and (ii) we compute \(\Delta L(u_e)\) by cubic interpolation of the brightness increment (2). The normalized values of \(\Delta L(u_c)\) and \(\Delta \hat{L}(u_f)\) are compared in (7).

The pose \(T \in SE(3)\) is parametrized using a 3-vector and a quaternion. The velocity \(\dot{T}\) is parametrized using a 6-vector. To minimize (7), we use the Ceres solver [46], which performs local Lie group parametrization of \(T\).
Compared to the camera tracker [32], which projects a global photometric 3D map onto the current event camera location, we compute the error (7): (i) on the keyframe (local depth maps), rather than on the event frame (because we lack dense optical flow from a global 3D map to use in the EGM), (ii) only in a sparse group of pixels (as opposed to the entire image plane) conforming a local semi-dense map.

The output of the front-end is the current keyframe (brightness image and inverse depth map) and the estimated camera motion (relative to the keyframe) of each event packet. These are passed to the back-end for further non-linear refinement (Sec. 3.3).

Keyframe Selection. A keyframe is created when one of two conditions is met: (i) the number of selected points decreases by 20-30% (because they fall out of the field of view (FOV)). (ii) the relative rotation of the event camera with respect to the keyframe exceeds a given threshold.

3.2.2 Mapping (Depth Estimation)

As a new keyframe is created, the inverse depth estimates from past keyframes are used to populate those of the new keyframe. Likewise, the set of selected pixels is transferred to the new keyframe (akin to (8)). The inverse depth values at the remaining pixels are initialized using nearest neighbors with a k-d tree. This is simple and effective. In our VO system, inverse depth estimates are refined in the back-end.

3.3. Back-End (Non-linear Refinement)

The back-end (bottom branch in Fig. 2) performs non-linear refinement of the camera poses and the 3D structure via photometric bundle adjustment (PBA). It minimizes the objective function

\[ \sum_{i \in F} \sum_{u \in P_i} \sum_{j \in F_{j \neq i}(u)} \left\| \mathcal{F}_i(u) - \mathcal{F}_j(u') \right\|_{\gamma(i)} , \]

where \( i \in F \) runs over all keyframes \( F \), \( u \) runs over all selected pixels \( P_i \) in keyframe \( i \), \( j \) runs over all keyframes in which point \( u \) is visible, and \( u' \) is the corresponding point to \( u \) on the \( j \)-th keyframe. We confer robustness by using the Huber norm \( \gamma \), which deemphasizes bad correspondences, and by discarding outliers (based on obnoxiously large errors). Errors are measured around each image point using an 8-pixel patch and assuming the same depth estimate for all pixels in the patch (residual pattern #8 in [5]).

\( N_k \) keyframes are kept in a sliding window estimator (we use 7, as in [5], since it is a good accuracy-efficiency compromise). On average, around 2000–8000 points are used in the back-end. We have implemented a PBA using Ceres [46] with automatic differentiation. We have also combined our front-end with DSO’s PBA [5], since our design is modular.

3.4. Bootstrapping

To initialize the system, we may try three methods on the frames: (i) classical multi-view geometry, (ii) learning-based monocular depth prediction or (iii) DSO’s coarse initializer. The first approach uses the 8-point algorithm [47] for the first frames until the sliding window is full (we skip frames to increase parallax). Once initialization is successful, the frames become keyframes, we select points with large gradient, and perform one PBA step to refine the map. If the above fails (i.e.: planar scenes), we use single image depth prediction via MiDAS [48]. Ultimately, DSO’s coarse initializer works the best to initialize. The magnitude of the predicted depth is arbitrary, but this is known in monocular VO since scale is unobservable (a Gauge freedom [49]).

4. Experiments

We now evaluate the designed monocular VO method. First, we present the datasets and metrics used for the evaluation (Sec. 4.1). Second, we introduce the baseline methods (Sec. 4.2). Third, we evaluate the performance of the method, comparing with the state of the art (Sec. 4.3). Finally, we analyze the sensitivity of the results to various perturbations and limitations in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metric

We test on sequences from the standard dataset\(^2\) [50] to assess the performance of the proposed VO method. Data provided by [50] was collected with a hand-held stereo DAVIS240C in an indoor environment, and ground truth poses were given by a motion capture system with sub-millimeter accuracy. See the supplementary material for collected sequences with our custom-made beamsplitter. To assess the performance of the full VO method, we report ego-motion estimation results using standard metrics: absolute trajectory error (ATE) and rotation RMSE [51]. We use the toolbox from [52] to evaluate the poses given by different visual odometry solutions. Monocular methods are tested using data from the left camera only. The tracking and mapping parts of the VO methods are connected, so depth estimation errors are subsumed in the accuracy of the estimated camera trajectory, in a tightly coupled manner.

4.2. Baseline Methods

We compare with other methods in Tab. 1, with stereo event-based methods (for reference) and with event and frame-based methods [5, 33]. The event-based monocular methods used for comparison are EVO and USLAM.

- EVO [17] is a semi-dense VO approach that builds maps using event-based space sweeping [53] and tracks the camera motion by edge-map alignment, creating binary images of 1k-2k events and aligning them to the projected

\(^2\)RPG Stereo DAVIS: https://rpg.ifi.uzh.ch/ECCV18_stereo_davis.html
point cloud map. EVO does not exploit the EGM (3) since it does not use frames nor recovers image brightness.

- USLAM [18] is an indirect monocular method that combines events, frames and IMU measurements. Its front-end converts events into frames by motion compensation using the IMU’s gyroscope and the median scene depth. Then FAST corners [54] are extracted and tracked separately in the IMU’s gyroscope and the median scene depth. Then combines events, frames and IMU measurements. Its front-end is given at a fixed rate of 50 ms depending on camera motion while the standard frames are end using or reconstructed using E2VID [56].

- ORB-SLAM [33] and DSO [5] are the state-of-the-art indirect and direct frame-based monocular visual odometry methods, respectively. We also compare with these methods, using different types of frames (from the DAVIS or reconstructed using E2VID [56]).

- EDS performs event-to-image alignment in the front-end using 20 kevents with an overlap of 50%, generating a new event frame and tracking the camera motion every new 10 kevents. A visualization is shown in Fig. 3. This gives an effective (and adaptive) event-frame rate of ≈ 60 FPS depending on camera motion while the standard frames are given at a fixed rate of 50 FPS (i.e., 20 FPS).

4.3. Ego-motion Estimation Results

Tables 2–3 and Fig. 4 report quantitative and qualitative results of the comparison of our method with the state of the art on sequences from the dataset [50]. Fig. 4 shows sample estimated depth maps and corresponding point clouds (back-projected depth maps). We kept the original depth map visualization of the baseline methods (EVO and DSO).

Comparison to event-based baselines. Qualitatively, Fig. 4 shows that EDS correctly estimates depth at most contour pixels, forming semi-dense structures in the colored depth maps and point clouds. The recovered 3D maps have a higher level of detail than those given by EVO. USLAM produced too sparse maps to convey any visual insight.

Quantitatively (Tab. 2), EDS outperforms all other monocular baseline methods, even without using inertial measurements (which are known to improve robustness and increase accuracy in VO [57]). Our approach also outperforms the state-of-the-art event-only stereo method ESVO [26], despite the fact that our method is monocular and hence does not exploit the spatial parallax of stereo setups. The tight fusion in the front-end (between frames and events) and the PBA in the back-end compensate for the lack of stereo baseline in the event data.

Comparison to frame-based baselines. Qualitatively (Fig. 4), DSO produces dilated depth maps for visualization. Hence, they look more complete, but they have also more outliers than those produced by EDS.

Quantitatively (Tab. 3), in terms of translation errors our method is consistently better than monocular ORB-SLAM, and only slightly worse than stereo ORB-SLAM ("F+F") with bundle adjustment enabled [33], which is on average the best performing method. We obtain similar results as DSO, being more accurate (ATE 1.5 cm) on the desk sequence due to a faster camera motion. We also run DSO on reconstructed frames at 60 FPS using E2VID [56], on the same 20 kevents as EDS. The results show a lower ATE in

Figure 3. Event frames (2) (left) and EGM frames (6) (right) for the monitor sequence. Here, positive brightness changes are displayed in white, and negative ones in black. Gray color means there is no brightness change. This figure contains animations that can be viewed in Acrobat Reader.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Trans. [cm]</th>
<th>Rot. [deg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bin</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boxes</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desk</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monitor</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison with event-based 6-DOF VO methods in terms of Absolute Trajectory Error (RMS) [cm] and Rotation Error (RMS) [deg]. Input data [50] may be: events (E), grayscale frames (F) or IMU (I). EVO entries marked with * indicate the method failed after completing at most 30% of the sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Trans. [cm]</th>
<th>Rot. [deg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bin</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boxes</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desk</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>32.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monitor</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison with frame-based 6-DOF VO methods in terms of Absolute Trajectory Error (RMS) [cm] and Rotation Error (RMS) [deg]. Input data may be: events (E), grayscale frames (F) or reconstructed frames from events using [56] (F*). DSO entries with a hyphen indicate failure after initialization, completing less than 10% of the sequence. Best monocular results are in bold.
Figure 4. Qualitative comparison on four test sequences from [50]. The first three rows depict pseudo-colored inverse depth maps for each method. EVO’s color code is yellow-near blue-far, while DSO and EDS colors are red-near blue-far. The depth range is 1–7 m in all sequences. The 3D point cloud reconstructed by EDS is shown in the last row, with grayscale values from the keyframe.

the desk sequence (low texture scene) for DSO\textsuperscript{†}. However it fails in the sequences with high texture (bin and boxes), where E2VID has difficulties to correctly reconstruct the frames due to the limitations of the trained model. Our findings agree with those of EKLT (see [23, Tab. 7] for further details). In terms of rotation errors, EDS is in line with the baselines. Events help estimating camera rotation, especially during sudden motions. This is the reason why DSO\textsuperscript{†} and EDS produce the most accurate results in the desk sequence. The large rotational error for DSO in desk is due to an insufficient frame rate for the given camera speed.

Low Frame Rate Experiments. Increasing motion speed makes frames further apart, hence it is effectively equivalent to reducing frame rate (except for motion blur), and event-based odometry excels at high-speed motion [16], where usually frame-based approaches fail. Therefore, we progressively reduce the frame rate and compare with the state-of-the-art monocular methods from Tab. 3.

We run DSO in two modes: (i) DSO with tracking recovery enabled using 27 different small rotations (see Sec. 3.1 in [5]) and (ii) DSO with tracking recovery disabled, indicated as DSO\textsuperscript{*}. We also compare with ORB-SLAM (full SLAM system, for completeness) and ORB-SLAM\textsuperscript{*} (a more fair baseline with loop closure disabled and the same number of nodes in the covisibility graph as our sliding window, i.e., 7 keyframes). A comprehensive visualization of the results is shown in Fig. 5, where the average ATE for all sequences is depicted at the different frame rates (including the original frame rate from Tab. 3). The plot shows that EDS is almost agnostic to a decrease of the frame rate, while the errors significantly grow for DSO and DSO\textsuperscript{*} as the frame rate decreases. DSO with tracking recovery enabled succeeds until 10 FPS, but is not able to recover the camera pose at lower frame rates. Compared to DSO\textsuperscript{*}, EDS does not require a tracking-recovery strategy since it is capable of continuously tracking at any frame rate using events, only limited by the computational cost. The ORB-SLAM variants produce very competitive results and degrade more gracefully than DSO for low frame rates. Still, our method also performs better than ORB-SLAM\textsuperscript{*}. Therefore, the EDS tracker is more robust than frame-based state-of-the-art odometry in this scenario.

4.4. Sensitivity Study and Limitations

Depth inaccuracies and noise in $C$ are the main subject of study. The brightness change in the EGM (6) highly de-
depends on depth point estimation, which is reflected in (5). This makes camera tracking more sensitive to accurate point triangulation than direct image alignment methods. Events are also susceptible to noise in C due to manufacturing, which causes a mismatch in the optical flow constraint (3). We use the simulator in [58] to generate synthetic sequences with building-like scenes (e.g., atrium [32]) and to control the scene and event camera parameters, in order to understand the strengths and limitations of EDS.

In one study, we perturb the ground truth 3D map with zero-mean Gaussian noise of standard deviation 1–50% of the median scene depth, which is 9.7 m in the atrium sequence [32]. In another study, the contrast sensitivity is set to a mean value of $\mu_C = 0.5$ and is perturbed with Gaussian noise of standard deviation $\sigma_C \in [0.05, 0.25]$. Figures 6 and 7 show the depth and contrast errors resulting from these two sensitivity studies, respectively. As we observe in the box plots, the EDS tracker gracefully degrades as depth noise increases, while it has an abrupt degradation in terms of contrast noise, not being able to track the camera motion when the contrast noise has $\sigma_C > 0.15$. One limitation of this approach might be that events are HDR while frames are not necessarily, which makes the EGM estimation challenging (see Fig. 3). We refer the reader to the supplementary material for more details and experiments.

5. Conclusion

We have presented the first monocular direct 6-DOF VO method using events and frames. EDS has several innovations with respect to prior event-based methods, such as the tight coupling of the events and frames in the front-end and the photometric bundle adjustment in the back-end. We strove to compare with multiple event- and frame-based baselines; the results showed that EDS outperforms all event-based methods, and that it is in line with DSO at 10-20 FPS. However, EDS outperforms DSO and ORB-SLAM without loop closure in low frame rate scenarios, tracking with events accurately in between frames. The sensitivity study showed that EDS is robust to depth noise as well as contrast sensitivity event noise. We release the code and dataset to the public, and hope that this research will spark new ideas on low-power and robust VO by combining the best of events and frames.
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